
World parkinson’s program        -      www.pdprogram.org 
“Those who fight Parkinson’s with knowledge always find solutions”-Dr.Rana 

 
Individuals engaged in collaboration with World Parkinson’s Program must provide 
consent to release of information/copyright transfer which may include their 
name/biography/photos/ articles and relevant information to WPP. This includes 
publishing of such information in printed and electronic form. Your article will not be 
published unless this form has been signed and received by WPP. 
 
Note: Provided that you give appropriate acknowledgement to WPP, you may  
post the article on your own personal website, and on free public servers. Electronic 
versions must include a link of World Parkinson’s Program www.pdprogram.org 
 
In signing this Agreement you hereby warrant that: 
1. You have obtained permission from the copyright holder to reproduce in the article, 
the material not owned by you, and that you have acknowledged the source; 
2. This article contains no violation of any existing copyright, moral rights or other third 
party right or any material of an obscene, indecent, defamatory or otherwise unlawful 
nature and that to the best of your knowledge this article does not infringe the rights of 
others; 
3. In case of a multi-authored article you have obtained, in writing, authorization to enter 
into this agreement on their behalf and that all co-authors have read and agreed the 
terms of this agreement; 
4. You will indemnify and keep indemnified WPP against all claims and expenses 
(including legal costs and expenses) arising from any breach of this warranty and the 
other warranties on your behalf in this agreement.  
 
By signing this agreement you agree that WPP may arrange for the article to be: 
1. Published, sold or distributed, throughout the world in printed, electronic or any 
other medium, in all languages, and to authorize third parties to do the same; 
2. You agree to WPP using any images from the article in any marketing material. 
3. You authorize WPP to act on your behalf to defend the copyright in the article if 
anyone should infringe it and agree to do everything reasonably necessary to assist 
WPP to do so, although there is no obligation on WPP to act in this way. This 
agreement is governed by the law of Ontario, Canada and you and WPP unconditionally 
and irrevocably submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Ontario, Canada 
in relation to any matter arising out of this agreement and waive any right to object to 
proceedings being brought in those courts. It is your responsibility to provide the correct 
information of the copyright holder. 
 
Print Name…………………………………………………….……Date…………………….. 
Signature (on behalf of all co-authors)…………………………………….…….……….. 
Please print this form, fill it completely, scan and return the signed form to: 
info@pdprogram.org 
 

http://www.pdprogram.org/

